Water pump 2004 ford explorer

For more information go to Meticulously formed to exceptional standards, GMB's OE
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Resources. When the coolant temperature in your radiator and your engine is outside the
normal range, your PCM may trigger code P What are the Possible Causes of the P Code?
Defective or malfunctioning engine coolant temperature sensorLow engine coolant. This can be
caused by a faulty thermostat. When a defective thermostat no longer opens, the engine will
overheat and cause a breakdown. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. One problem related to water pump has been reported for the Ford Explorer. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford Explorer based on all problems reported for the Explorer. The
original equipment harmonic balancer came apart. The inner portion separated from the rest.
This allows. It would have caused the destruction of the serpentine belt, and crankshaft position
sensor if I had not caught it in time. This would have resulted in loss of engine power, loss of
power steering, and loss of power brakes! This could result in somebody losing control of the
vehicle with little or no warning. I was replacing the water pump on my vehicle when I saw this
defect. Car Problems. Water Pump problem 1. Engine And Engine Cooling problems Engine And
Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. Engine Shut
Off Without Warning problems. Engine Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems.
Service Engine Light On problems. Engine problems. Engine Cooling System problems. Engine
Funny Noise problems. Loud Engine Noise problems. Engine Failure problems. Designed as a
direct-fit replacement of your worn-out or malfunctioning part, it will provide easy, no-hassle
installation and help restore proper fuel system functionality needed to keep your vehicle
performing reliably, efficiently, and safely for many miles to come. This component is made to
OEM standards so you can expect years of reliable function and hassle-free service. It offers
top-notch fuel pumps, water pumps, and fan clutches designed to unlock the full potential of
your vehicle and enhance its overall performance. Trusted by thousands of professional
technicians and dedicated car owners around the world, USMW Pro Series is at the forefront of
automotive engine parts and components. Add to Wish List. Authorized Dealer. Low Prices.
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Tools and Hardware. A1 Cardone. AC Delco. DIY Solutions. DNJ Rock. US Motor Works. Shop
By Vehicle. Gates Water Pump. Click to Enlarge. Gates W Water Pump. Product List Price:.
Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. API Water Pump. Motorcraft Water Pump.
Motorcraft PW Water Pump. Features: Coolant reservoir keeps normal cold-start weepage out of
sight and extends bearing life. Press tubes are coated with nickel zinc for better housing
connection and corrosion resistance. Powdered-metallic hub mating surfaces provide superior
alignment for smooth operation and do not need machining. Robust impeller design is
engineered to optimize performance for specific vehicle applications. All pumps contain
precision bearings with ground shafts to help deliver long life and efficient performance.
Bearing housing meets original equipment load requirements. Bearings are locked into place to
minimize fan-load vibration and help ensure long-term alignment and reliability. Show More
Show Less. Motorcraft W Water Pump. SKP Water Pump. Features: OE Style for easy
replacement and fitment Stringent quality control ensures part meets product standards.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Genuine Water Pump Pulley. Genuine W Water Pump
Pulley. Dorman Water Pump Pulley. Features: Stamped steel construction for long-lasting
durability High strength coating for corrosion resistance Direct replacement for a proper fit
every time Easy installation. Features: Matches the fit and function of the original part Built to
withstand the elements and road debris Strict standards to ensure reliable longevity. TRQ Water
Pump. Features: Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific
application Quality Tested - built to a strict level of product standards. GMB Water Pump.
Features: OE-Equivalent and direct fit application. High flow design Factory lubricated bearing
assembly Precision ground shaft and hub OE quality forged housing for maximum coolant flow
Precision built and balanced Pressed on impeller for increased water flow Unique no sealed
required gasket Unitized seal protects bearings and provides long life leak free performance.
Factory sealed precision ground one piece bearing asse. Features: Manufactured to meet or
exceed OEM specifications. Airtex Water Pump. Airtex AW Water Pump. AC Delco Water Pump.
A1 Cardone Water Pump. Core Price [? As a remanufactured Original Equipment part, this unit
guarantees a perfect vehicle fit. The proper O. This ensures longer bearing life and reliable
performance. Thermostat seal and mounting gasket are supplied for ease of installation where
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life. Press tubes are coated with nickel zinc for better housing connection and corrosion
resistance. Powdered-metallic hub mating surfaces provide superior alignment for smooth
operation and do not need machining. Robust impeller design is engineered to optimize
performance for specific vehicle applications. All pumps contain precision bearings with
ground shafts to help deliver long life and efficient performance. Bearing housing meets
original equipment load requirements. Bearings are locked into place to minimize fan-load
vibration and help ensure long-term alignment and reliability. Show More Show Less. Motorcraft
W Water Pump. SKP Water Pump. Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment
Stringent quality control ensures part meets product standards. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Genuine Water Pump Pulley. Genuine W Water Pump Pulley. Dorman Water Pump
Pulley. Features: Stamped steel construction for long-lasting durability High strength coating
for corrosion resistance Direct replacement for a proper fit every time Easy installation.
Features: Matches the fit and function of the original part Built to withstand the elements and
road debris Strict standards to ensure reliable longevity. TRQ Water Pump. Features: Direct Fit
Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific application Quality Tested - built
to a strict level of product standards. GMB Water Pump. Features: OE-Equivalent and direct fit
application. High flow design Factory lubricated bearing assembly Precision ground shaft and
hub OE quality forged housing for maximum coolant flow Precision built and balanced Pressed
on impeller for increased water flow Unique no sealed required gasket Unitized seal protects
bearings and provides long life leak free performance. Factory sealed precision ground one
piece bearing asse. Features: Manufactured to meet or exceed OEM specifications. Airtex Water
Pump. Airtex AW Water Pump. AC Delco Water Pump. A1 Cardone Water Pump. Core Price [?
As a remanufactured Original Equipment part, this unit guarantees a perfect vehicle fit. The
proper O. This ensures longer bearing life and reliable performance. Thermostat seal and
mounting gasket are supplied for ease of installation where applicable. Metrix Water Pump.
Image is not vehicle specific. Dayco Water Pump. WJB Water Pump. A1 Cardone November 4th,
Posted by Cyril Perkins. Catalog: A. Vehicle Engine Ford Explorer. Catalog: B. Catalog: P.
Catalog: S. Catalog: Q. Catalog: N. Catalog: C. Catalog: F. Catalog: T. Our mobile mechanics
offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics
can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The water pump is a
belt or chain-driven engine accessory bolted to the engine above the crankshaft pulley. The
pump housing has an impeller that circulates engine coolant through the cooling system
passageways in the engine block and cylinder head, on to the radiator, where the coolant
temperature is reduced. The lower temperature coolant then flows back to the water inlet on the
engine and the water pump continues the cycle. Should the water pump only leak a little bit, you
can drive the car. However, a small leak could suddenly enlarge or the pump bearing might
unexpectedly seize. Either circumstance would likely cause engine overheating. If a defective
water pump causes the overheating, it is not safe to drive because of the damage to the engine.
Ford Explorer Water Pump Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service
Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Water Pump Replacement Service What is a water pump and how
does it work? When to consider replacing the water pump: Coolant leaks or overheating. The
water pump impeller shaft is supported by a bearing. Eventually, the bearing or seal can wear
and leak or damage the impeller. Many water pumps have weep holes near the pump bearing. If
you see significant leakage from that weep hole, it is time to replace the pump. Bearing
roughness or noise. If the water pump shaft does not turn smoothly or the pump is noisy, the
bearing is excessively worn. Pump replacement will be necessary. Timing belt replacement. In
engines where the water pump is driven by the timing belt, it is a good idea to replace the water
pump at the same time the timing belt is replaced. The extensive work explains why it is always
recommended to replace the water pump whenever the mechanic already has these
components removed for regularly scheduled timing belt replacement. How do mechanics
replace the water pump? The water pump is usually bolted to the front of the engine. The
replacement procedure will vary depending on whether the pump is driven by the timing belt,
the serpentine belt, or chain. On a cold engine, the engine coolant is drained to a level below the
water pump. Components that require removing to access the water pump are removed,
including the belt or chain that directly drive the pump. The bolts holding the pump to the
engine are removed and the pump is pulled out. The gasket surface must be cleaned and the
pump mounting surface inspected. A new gasket, rubber seal, or RTV sealant, as required, is
installed and then the new pump. The bolts are torqued in sequence using a calibrated inch

pound torque wrench. For applications where the water pump is driven by the timing belt, the
timing belt must be removed. Typically, this requires removal of the crankshaft pulley, timing
belt covers, and timing belt tensioner. Once the new pump is installed, new coolant is added
back while bleeding the cooling system of any air. The engine is then run and brought to normal
operating temperature to check for leaks and ensure normal operating temperature. Is it safe to
drive with a water pump problem? When replacing the water pump keep in mind: It is best to
install a new cooling system thermostat when you install a new water pump, especially if the
thermostat is old or original. Completely flushing the cooling system is a good idea when you
replace the water pump. Flushing can be done before or after pump replacement. The rest of the
cooling system should be inspected too â€” particularly rubber hoses, which have a limited
lifetime. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Ford Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet
some of our expert Ford mechanics Real customer reviews from Ford owners like you. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Nathaniel 7 years of experience. Request Nathaniel. It was my first
time using this service so I didn't know what to expect. After all is said and done I am so glad I
did. Nathaniel was very professional and knowledgeable concerning the repair but his real value
is that he is a very personable and friendly guy. I enjoyed our conversation during the repair as
we had a lot of things in common. I would recommend him to anyone looking for a great
mechanic and person. Jesse 15 years of experience. Request Jesse. Great service, thanks! Alec
8 years of experience. Request Alec. Explorer - Air is not coming out of vents - Phoenix, AZ.
Johnny Johng is reliable and experienced. He actually arrived early for the window repair and
was done in a very short period of time. Wiil be using him again when I need work done. How
can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Water Pump Replacement. In order to run cool on those
hot summer days, your engine needs to have a consistent flow of coolant supplied from the
radiator throughout the engine. The water pump is the primary component responsible for
maintaining this flow. When it works properly, your car will maintain a consistent operating
temperature, run smoothly, and take you anywhere you need to travel. When the water pump
fails or is beginning to wear out, it can lead to complete engine failure. When the water-cooled
as opposed to air-cooled engine was introduced, many automotive experts believed that the
water pump circulating coolant through the engine block was just as critical to engine
protection as oil. This philosophy holds true even as technology improves over the years to
create more efficient cooling systems in today's modern cars. It is an impeller pump and is
usually buried under the timing belt cover on the side of the engine. Blades on the pump force
coolant to flow through the engine and back to the radiator to be cooled by a forced air cooling
fan. Although the water pumps in most modern cars, trucks, and SUVs will last a long time, they
are by no means indestructible. Like any other mechanical device, they will produce a few
warning signs of wearing out, so that car owners can contact a local ASE certified mechanic to
replace the water pump before additional engine components are damaged. The water pump is
comprised of multiple gaskets and seals that keep coolant contained and ensure that consistent
flow of coolant is delivered from the radiator to the engine. Eventually, these gaskets and seals
will wear out, dry up, crack or break entirely. When this happens, coolant will leak from the
water pump and drop to the ground, typically in the front of your car and in the center of the
motor's location. If you notice there is a leak of coolant which will appear to be green or
sometimes red in color under the center of your car, truck or SUV, contact a professional
mechanic to inspect this problem. More often than not, it's a leak from the water pump that can
be repaired before it gets worse. Gradual leakage over time will cause different minerals to build
up around the pump. The wrong coolant will also cause deposit-buildup inside the pump, which
slows the ideal process of engine cooling. In addition to these signs of wear, you may also
notice small holes from corrosion in the metal, or cavitation â€” vapor bubbles in the coolant
liquid that collapse with enough force to create cavities on the mounting surface. Should you
notice these symptoms, replacement of the pump should be sought out immediately. From time
to time you might hear a high pitched sound that comes from the front of the motor. This is
typically caused by a loose belt that creates a harmonic buzzing or whining sound as it
circulates. The loose belt is commonly caused by a pulley that has become loose or that the
bearings that operate the water pump assembly are wearing out. Once the bearings fail inside
the water pump, it means the unit cannot be repaired and will need to be replaced entirely. If you
notice there is a loud whining sound coming from the front of your motor that increases in
volume as you accelerate, contact a mechanic as soon as possible to inspect your vehicle.
When the water pump fails completely, it will not be able to circulate coolant through the engine
block. This results in an overheating situation and if not repaired or replaced quickly, can cause
additional engine damage like cracked cylinder heads, pushed head gaskets, or burnt pistons. If
you notice the engine temperature gauge runs hot on a frequent basis, it's more likely than not
a problem with the water pump. You should contact a mechanic to inspect this problem and

replace the water pump if needed. Finally, if you notice steam is coming from the front of your
motor as you drive or come to a stop, it is an instant sign of an overheated engine. As
discussed above, an engine will maintain a consistent temperature when the water pump works
correctly and circulates water to a functioning radiator. If you notice steam coming from the
front of your motor, you should pull over to a safe area and contact a mechanic as soon as
possible. It's never a good idea to drive an overheating engine, so if you have to contact a tow
truck to get the car home, this could save you significant money in the short and long term â€”
it's going to be less expensive than replacing the engine entirely. Anytime you notice any of
these warning signs, contact a local ASE certified mechanic so they can repair or replace the
water pump and get your car back onto the roads without delay. The most popular service
booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Engine Cooling Inspection. Our certified mobile
mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair.
Vehicle Engine Cooling Inspection Cost. Service Location. Here are 5 common symptoms of a
bad water pump: 1. Coolant Leak at the Front-Center of your Car The water pump is comprised
of multiple gaskets and seals that keep coolant contained and ensure that consistent flow of
coolant is delivered from the radiator to the engine. Rust, Deposit Buildup, and Corrosion of the
Water Pump Gradual leakage over time will cause different minerals to build up around the
pump. Water Pump Pulley is Loose and Making Whining Sounds From time to time you might
hear a high pitched sound that comes from the front of the motor. Engine is Overheating When
the water pump fails completely, it will not be able to circulate coolant through the engine block.
Steam Coming from your Radiator Finally, if you notice steam is coming from the front of your
motor as you drive or come to a stop, it is an instant sign of an overheated engine. Cooling
System. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes
and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details.
Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Vehicle
Engine Cooling Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Chris 22 years of
experience. Request Chris. Ford Mustang - Coolant is leaking - Irvine, California. Awesome
experience. Will definitely use him again. Hi, We appreciate very much Chris' willingness to
replace the brake light that was out during his initial inspection. Thank you! Our only problem
was that we had rescheduled the appointment time to 3 pm but he still came at 1 pm. Joel 21
years of experience. Request Joel. Joel did great work! He got the job done quickly! Thanks a
bunch! Glenn 21 years of experience. Request Glenn. Sidney 14 years of experience. Request
Sidney. Mazda Tribute - Alternator - Arvada, Colorado. Sidney was very professional and
courteous. He went above and beyond in servicing my car. I highly recommend him. Need Help
With Your Car? Related articles. The fuel is propelled by the fuel pump. The gas tank can be
made out of plastic high-density polyethylene, which can be made into complex Read more. The
The transfer case output shaft seal is located on the transfer case of vehicles with four-wheel
drive. This transfer case allows you to switch between two-wheel drive, neutral, to, low
four-wheel, and drive four-wheel drive. T
audi forms
5 way rotary switch wiring diagram
motherboard repair service manuals
he case consists of Most vehicles have two fans, one for the radiator and one for the
condenser. Once you turn on the air conditioning, Related questions I bought a used vw beetle
If you are low on coolant, then your misfire may be due to a blown head gasket and the first
three codes. The last code, P, Car only runs in cold, shutting off when it gets hot. It sounds like
you have an overheating issue. Some vehicles will shut off automatically if the engine reaches
too high of a temperature. I would first recommend having a cooling system pressure test
performed on the vehicle to make sure Coolant leak after water pump repair It's possible that
there was another problem that was not discovered when you first took the car in. It's also
equally possible that there was an error made in the pump replacement. Slide a clean piece of
paper or cardboard Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Cooling Inspection
today! Vehicle Engine Cooling Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

